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ABSTRACT
In this study, the water distribution in different flow
channels of proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell
is investigated experimentally using microfocus X-ray
tomography. The high-frequency resistance (HFR) and
electrochemical impedance spectrum (EIS) are
introduced to determine the electrochemical
characteristics of a cell with different flow channels. It is
found that although the serpentine-serpentine (s-s)
flow channel configuration has the best drainage effect,
its pumping loss and membrane resistance at low
humidity are large. Conversely, the drainage effect of
the parallel-parallel (p-p) flow channel is the worst, but
its membrane resistance and pumping loss are the
lowest. It is indicated that the serpentine-parallel (s-p)
flow channel has better drainage capacity and
performance than the p-p flow channel as well as lower
pumping loss and better membrane hydration than the
s-s channel.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell has
received extensive attention due to its high power
density, rapid start up and low emissions [1,2]. An
important influencing factor on PEM fuel cell
performance and durability is water management. On
the one hand, the membrane needs proper wetting to
reduce the membrane resistance and improve
conductivity. On the other hand, water accumulated in
the cathode may lead to the increase of mass transfer
loss and pumping loss [3].
In previous literature, there exist four main
methods for water distribution visualization in fuel cells,
including direct visualization, neutron imaging, nuclear
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magnetic resonance and X-ray imaging [4]. Aslam et al.
[5] found that the fuel cell performance and wetted
bend ratio increased with the increase of the operating
pressure. Nishida et al. [6] pointed out that the
hydrophobic coating of the horizontally oriented
serpentine channel was the most effective method to
prevent water blocking. Yang et al. [7] designed a
transparent fuel cell, showing that the surface tension
played a more important role than gravitational and air
drag forces. Ge et al. [8] proposed that increasing the
anode temperature appropriately was an effective
method to reduce anode flooding. Weng et al. [9]
showed that the membrane will dehydrate and the
membrane resistance will increase when the cathode
gas is non-humidified because of large stoichiometry.
Spernjak et al. [10] proposed that the serpentine
channel was able to operate with high liquid water
content in the flow field due to the large pressure drop.
The flow field could effectively remove water, and there
was no channel blockage for a long time. Klages et al.
[11] used the neutron technique to study the
condensate removal in three different flow channels.
Boillat et al. [12] pointed out that the fuel cell voltage
tended to decrease when a bigger amount of water was
observed at the cathode side. Lee et al. [13] utilized the
change of gray level of water in the X-ray images to
determine the water distribution between the
separator and gas diffusion layer (GDL) quantitatively.
Lee et al. [14] compared the behavior of liquid water
with/without micro-porous layer (MPL) in the PEM fuel
cell. Banerjee et al. [15] showed that the hydration of
membrane was affected significantly by the relative
humidity (RH) of anode inlet gas. In addition, the change
of current density had an insignificant impact on the
water content of the membrane.
Although
visualization
and
electrochemical
techniques have been used in the study of fuel cells, it is

still rare to use them together for fuel cell analysis.
Visualization can more intuitively reflect the results of
electrochemical testing. In this study, three kinds of
channel assembly methods are compared.
2.

EXPERIMENT

2.1 Fuel cell setup
The membrane electrode assembly (MEA) was
supplied by the Wuhan WUT New Energy Co., Ltd. It is
noted that the serpentine-parallel, called s-p,
represents that the serpentine and parallel flow field
are inserted in anode and cathode side, respectively,
and so do parallel-parallel (p-p) and serpentineserpentine (s-s). The MEA, graphite bipolar plate,
current collector and the stainless end-plate were
assembled together in sequence by screw at a torque of
5 Nm. A hole of 30mm×10mm was dug in the center of
the graphite bipolar plate, current collector plate and
the stainless end-plate to reduce the attenuation of Xrays penetrating the metal layers. The detailed physical
parameters are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Fuel cell parameters.
Parameters
Value
2
Active area (cm )
25
Membrane
Gore WUT-EV
Membrane thickness (μm)
15
Pt loading in the anode (mg cm-2)
0.1
-2
Pt loading in the cathode (mg cm ) 0.4
Assembly torque (Nm)
5
The fuel cell testing system could test and record
fuel cell operation parameters, including inlet flow, inlet
RH, inlet pressure, back pressure, fuel cell voltage,
current and power. Two heating strips were placed at
the anode and cathode end-plate to heat the fuel cell to
the set temperature. The K-type thermocouple was
plugged into the graphite bipolar plate, monitoring the
cell temperatures during the experiment. Meanwhile,
the testing system also included Zahner electrochemical
workstation, which was used for measuring highfrequency resistance (HFR) and electrochemical
impedance spectrum (EIS).
2.2 X-ray tomography setup
All experiments were carried out using microfocus
X-ray tomography equipment. X-rays are generated by
the interaction between high-speed electrons and
materials. Electrons emitted from the cathode would be
focused on a point on the target, called the X-ray focus.
The smaller the focus size of the X-ray source, the
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higher the resolution of the image and the sharper the
image.
The visualization experimental device is mainly
composed of an X-ray generator and an X-ray detector.
Fig 1 shows the schematic diagram of X-ray
tomography. The X-ray generator was supplied by the Xray Worx in Germany. The maximum voltage of the
device is 225 kV and the maximum current is 3 mA. In
addition, the maximum transmit power and the
maximum target power are 350 W and 300 W,
respectively. During the experiment, the tube voltage
and the tube current of the X-ray generator were 150
kV and 800 μA. The X-ray detector is provided by Varex.
The receiver type is amorphous silicon with a panel size
of 13 cm×13 cm, pixel matrix of 1024×1024 (1×1), pixel
size of 127 μm2, and the energy ranging from 40 kVp to
160 kVp.

Fig 1. Schematic diagram of X-ray tomography

2.3 Experimental procedures
The MEA was activated by discharging at a constant
current density from zero to a maximum power density
with incremental steps of 200 mA cm-2 every 15 min.
Then two currents around the maximum power density
were chosen and scanned back and forth three times.
Each current remained constant for 45 minutes. After
each operation of the fuel cell, 1.0 SLPM nitrogen was
used to purge the anode and cathode sides, to dry
them. Concurrently, the HFR was tested by the
electrochemical workstation. The experiment would
start when the HFR reached the desired value before
the operation. During the visualization experiment,
hydrogen and oxygen (0.5/1.0 SLPM) were supplied to
the cell and a constant current of 50 A was applied. The
standard experimental protocol is shown in Table 2.
X-ray tomography equipment was used to record
the dry flow channel for initial data before the test.
During the first three minutes of constant-current
operation, the electrochemical workstation was used to
test the HFR of the fuel cell. After galvanostatic
operating condition for five minutes stably, the EIS was
tested and the water in the flow channel was
photographed. Due to the uncertainty of the
experiment, it is necessary to do more experiments to
find the same trend of the picture for comparison.

Table 2. Standard experimental protocol for visualization test.
No. Step name
Operating conditions
1
Activation
Tcell = 60℃, Variable current densities

Duration
4.5 hours

2

Polarization curve

Tcell = 60℃, Tin=25℃,RH=100%

30 min

3

Purge

Tcell = 60℃, Van/ca=1/1 SLPM

1 hour

4

Galvanostatic operation

Tcell = 60℃, I=50A

15 min

5

Purge

1 hour
Tcell = 60℃, Van/ca=1/1 SLPM
removal of the anode flow field has been improved
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
significantly due to high pressure drop in the serpentine
flow channel. At the same time, there is a relatively high
3.1 Effect of water content in the flow channel
rate of back diffusion because of the higher content of
Fig 2 shows the results of the visualization
liquid water in the cathode than the anode. Thus, the
experiment from the direction shown in Fig 1. After
drainage capacity of the cathode has also been partially
figure post process, the higher value of a point in the
improved.
image indicates the higher water content at this point.
Fig 3 shows the results taken from the direction
Specific values can refer to the color chart. Obviously,
perpendicular to the flow field, where the water
there is almost no liquid water left in the s-s flow
distribution in anode and cathode flow channel can be
channel while the p-p flow channel is almost fully
observed. It is found that the cathode drainage is
occupied by liquid water (Fig 2 (a) and (c)). For the s-p
significantly improved after the anode flow channel is
case, the amount of liquid water decreased significantly
shifted into the serpentine flow channel.
compared with the p-p case. This is because the water

(b) Serpentine-Parallel

(a) Serpentine-Serpentine

(c) Parallel-Parallel
-2
Fig 2. X-ray radiographic images highlighting the appearance of liquid water at various flow field, at a current density of 2 A cm .
Cathode
(a) Serpentine-Parallel
Cathode
(b) Parallel-Parallel
Fig 3. X-ray radiographic images highlighting the distribution of liquid water in anode and cathode at various flow field, at a current
-2
density of 2 A cm .

3.2 Effect of water content in the membrane
HFR is an experimental tool to measure the ohmic
resistance of fuel cells in real time. Typically, the HFR
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includes ohmic resistance of current collector, flow
field, MPL, GDL, contact resistance, membrane
resistance, electronic resistance and ionic resistance of

catalyst layer (CL). Since the ionic resistance of
membrane and CL will increase with the increase of
water content in the unsaturated condition, HFR can
reflect the change of water content in the cell [16].
Fig 4 illustrates the HFR test results for different
flow fields of 2 A cm-2. The cell of s-s flow field has a
higher HFR than that of p-p case. It may because that
the s-s flow field has a strong drainage capacity, leading
to less water content in the membrane at low humidity.
It should be pointed out that the inlet RH is extremely
low (16%) so that water in the membrane would be
dried easily. That would lead to a larger ohmic
resistance, which may cause the folding and fracture of
the membrane.
The membrane resistance of s-p case is between
the p-p case and s-s case. Since the anode is replaced by
a serpentine flow field with better drainage capacity,
the liquid water content of anode is largely reduced
compared with cathode, promoting the back diffusion
and reducing HFR. The water content in the membrane
of the s-p flow field is less than that of the p-p flow field
due to its better drainage.

field. The s-p flow field has less water in the flow
channel than p-p flow field so that the reactant can
enter in CL easily. Furthermore, the charge transfer
resistance is small because of more reaction sites due to
not severe water flooding in CL.

Fig 5. Comparison of the polarization curves of s-p and p-p.

Fig 6. Comparison of EIS of three flow field.

4.
Fig 4. Evolution of HFR of the different flow fields, at a current
-2
density of 2 A cm

3.3 Effect of electrochemical impedance spectrum and
polarization curve
Fig 5 and Fig 6 compare the performances of three
different flow fields. After the anode is replaced by the
serpentine flow channel, the fuel cell power density is
increased by 20% at a current density of 2.75 A cm-2.
HFR change is consistent with the conclusion
insection3.2. The p-p flow field fuel cell has the largest
mass transfer loss (largest second arc), indicating that
the water flooding is serious. For the polarization loss,
the s-s case has the smallest polarization loss, and that
of s-p flow field case is much smaller than the p-p flow
Copyright © 2019 ICAE

CONCLUSION
A microfocus X-ray imaging technique is used to
observe the distribution and transport behavior of
water in different flow channels in proton exchange
membrane (PEM) fuel cell. The high-frequency
resistance (HFR) and electrochemical impedance
spectrum (EIS) are considered.
It is found the drainage capacity and fuel cell
performance of serpentine-parallel flow field is better
than that of parallel-parallel flow field. Compared with
serpentine-serpentine flow field, serpentine-parallel
flow field manages to hydrate the proton exchange
membrane under low inlet humidity and thus increases
the durability of the membrane and reduces pumping
loss. The results in this work can provide further insight

into flow filed optimization in the future PEMFC
structure design.
However, there are still some problems in this
study. The experimental data was not quantified. In
future investigations, it is necessary to consider the
quantification of the data.
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